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th
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To:                the European Commission 
 

In the attention of:    Mr. Michel BARNIER, 
     

    European Commissioner for Internal Market and Services 
 

 

From:  European Fashion Council 
 

Trough:  Ms. Nadya VALEVA, 
 

  President of the European Fashion Council 
 

 

Number of pages:   1+ 5 by e-mail 
 

 

Concerning:  Contribution of the European Fashion Council to the Consultation on the Green 

paper on the long-term financing of the European Economy  
 

_________________________________________________________________________ 
       

Dear Colleagues, 
 

We are sending you this letter with ON#EFC7-11/25.06.2013 containing an 

opinion and a proposal as European Fashion Council’s contribution to the 

Consultation on the Green paper on the long-term financing of the European 

Economy initiated by the European Commission, in particular – Mr. Michel 

BARNIER, Commissioner for Internal Market and Services.  
 

This letter is from the President of the European Fashion Council, Ms. Nadya 

VALEVA.  
 

We are sending it by e-mail. 
 

      Thank you for your attention! 

 

     Kind regards, 
_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Mr. George STOENCHEV, 
 

President’s Assistant & Head Internal Coordinator,  
 

 

Ms. Rozalina PIRINSKA, 
 

President’s Assistant & Program Coordinator   

 
European Fashion Council Headquarters 
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To the European Commission 
 

 

In the attention of Mr. Michel BARNIER, 

European Commissioner for Internal Market and Services 
     
   
  Concerning:   

Contribution of the European Fashion Council to the Consultation on the 

Green paper on the long-term financing of the European Economy  

 
Dear Mr. EUROCOMMISSIONER, 
 

In regards to the launched three-month public consultation on how to foster the supply  of long-term financing and 

how to improve and diversify the system of financial intermediation for long-term investment in Europe, we, at the 

European Fashion Council(EFC), have met with the information provided and made the decision to participate with an 

opinion and a proposal on alternative sources of financing through self-financing by activities.   
 

In response to the directions of the discussion in the Workshop of the European Commission on “Crowdfunding: 

Untapping its potential, reducing the risks” on June 3rd, 2013, where EFC participated online and listened to all registered 

and qualified participants’ opinion and expertise, we have adopted your directions for a pro-active approach to find new, 

inclusive forms of growth using the potential in crowdfunding of new projects and promotion of innovations. Thus, 

keeping in mind that EFC represents and protects the interests of the Fashion industry and artists in Europe as official 

institutional NGO for Fashion and Fashion Design of 19 countries, we most notable feel the need of implementing new 

alternative ways, whereby there will no longer be massive banking dependence among the SMEs in the Fashion and 

Creative industries.  
 

Immediately after the registration of EFC in the European Commission (EC) on January 15th, 2010, along with 

the deposit of our program of activities under the name of “Fashion Europe”, adopted in support of the implementation of 

the “Europe 2020” strategy of EC and later adopted as part of the “Creative Europe 2014-2020” program along with the 

approved status of EFC in 2011 to implement the EU-UNESCO Convention on protection and promotion of the diversity 

of cultural expressions, we have worked throughout these 3 years on building a platform for Fashion and Creative 

industries to tap their potential and innovations, they carry, in the financial field of the European economy. 
 

Following the regulatory approach and promoting greater coordination, the promotion of the best European 

practices, in the context of the economic policy, we are now able to present to your attention our innovative platform on 

crowdfunding. We are happy that thus we can give our contribution in response to your question what more can be done 

in regards to the adopted Green Paper on the functioning of the process of long-term financing in the European Economy.  
 

Considering the opportunities of the alternative financial market and providing of effective and efficient 
channels of the long-term financing plan, our proposal with concrete example of the Fashion industry, in particular the 

“Fashion Weeks” events,  

on one hand reduces the dependence by the banking system,  

on another – offers a non-banking financing through fundraising, 

that saves money and gives many bonuses to the consumer and leads to smart, sustainable and inclusive growth by 

increasing the employment in Europe. 
 

Our proposal includes all forms of funding (reward-based crowdfunding, equity-based crowdfunding, lending-

based crowdfunding and peer-to-peer funding) using the digital technologies and card payments over the Internet and 

sales network, through a platform that could successfully be applied in other sectors of the economy, not only in the 

Fashion and Creative industries. Our particular example, we give so as to illustrate our idea, was built throughout the last 

3 years and is related to the process of development of the “Fashion Week” trade mark. This trade mark comes from a 

member state of the EFC in a “Union of Arts and Ideas”, aiming to build a strong internal market in high European 
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standards for all Member States of the European Fashion Council, respectively – EU and Europe at large. We currently 

have a panel of 12 Member States in the European Union and 7 associated European countries, but we are in the making 

of a full, complete panel, which will be finished depending on the processes of preparation of each country in a united 

national representation. By this we mean that our proposal can successfully be applied on a pan-european level, not only 

on EU territory, but on Europe at large. It can be applied, by implementing the EU-UNESCO Convention, on a global 

level as well. 
 

In our point of view, it will be necessary to have an available pilot project and at your own discretion – to be 

subject to regulatory mechanisms and guidelines for full protection on all countries involved and benefiting of its multi-

faceted opportunities, where necessary. 
 

Here’s a short presentation of the platform: 
 

The Fashion Week platform is an innovative idea - project with the strategy for international development, 

Management and financing through digital sharing and distribution of ideas (for example: the Fashion industry through 

Fashion Weeks and the same to sport, fine arts, music and more). 

Crowdfunding is a collective effort of people (NGO – investors through producing of activities), voluntarily 

combining their money and other resources, usually via the Internet and digital sharing, but also publicly to support the 

efforts of other people, organizations(recipients). Crowdfunding is used to support different activities – development of 

the Fashion and Creative Industries (through financing small businesses, charity and humanitarian purposes), creation of 

free program reimbursement of activities. The resources from crowdfunding come from joint investments of efforts, ideas, 

opportunities and many other. 
 

The structure consists of: Funding Committee, Board of Trustees, Investment Committee and an opening of an 

innovative Fashion Hedge Fund. 
 

   
 

The Intercontinental Executive Fashion Week Producers` Board, Fashion Week Marketing Board, Fashion Week 

Academy for educational support, Fashion Week Foundation for charity and humanitarian activities, Fashion Week Media 

Group (TV, Radio, Magazines, Newspapers, Websites, Social media, Outdoor adv), Advertising and PR. 
 

 The platform is application of the world marketing strategy of VISA/MasterCard through Prepaid cards 

with golden coverage and limited edition of honorable medals and coins a single and in the advertising packages to 

financing the European and Global creative industry. 
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That can be realized in a innovative way: 

By means of self-financing of the activity of every “Fashion Week” all over the world by Fashion Week 

structure for management and development, issuing prepaid and debit cards VISA/MasterCard, also with another 

prepaid card of American Express, Diners club cards etc. with design and name of the relevant Fashion Week, 

models, fashion trade marks, and co-branding prepaid cards for music, fine arts, sport, etc.  

These prepaid cards will be exclusively searched and bought, because not only they will fully give back the means 

which each customer will be given for buying his own prepaid card or a packet with more prepared cards, but also they 

will provide many bonuses, like access to events, many bonuses at the point system for flights, for hotels, golden coins 

exchange, receiving a health service vouchers . . .  

      
 

The sales of these prepaid cards could be realized by the non government organizations, producing Fashion 

Week, which have structure and network for that and also as online merchant by http://www.intercash.com/ with digital 

sharing and distributions with the same time together with banks, shops, employers. 
 

These sales of prepaid cards will also provide finances for the most important:  
 

From one hand: 

- for  producing of the Fashion Week events; 

- for license rights of  Fashion Week, VISA/MasterCard…; 

- for issuing the cards with servicing of the trade account in Inter cash international  

- for the only producers of Fashion Week and their trade contractors 

- may be paid salaries with incentives for employers and an obligation for them to find new jobs as compensation 

for the concessions which will result from the distributions of prepared cards  
 

From another hand: 

- will provide means for the charitable and humanitarian fund and the events in these causes 
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- will provide means for health fund for issuing vouchers, which can be used in fixed for the goal clinics and/or 

free and the doctors will receive their means from specialized centers  

- will provide means for education trough arts 

- will provide means for business development through arts  

- will provide means for eco and nature protection and also protection of the cultural heritage projects with 

editions with rotational hosts on different locations in the world for Green Fashion Week for nature protection and Eco 

Fashion Week for Ecology. 

- European and Global Donation Bank will be open for unused health vouchers. 
 

      
  

This innovative crowdfunding-project is like a circle of means and causes in which no one loses! 
 

The means from the customers who will buy the prepaid cards VISA/MasterCard will be given back again and 

entirely in the principal of VISA/MasterCard, but after they be turned in the full circle of culture activities with huge 

personal and public benefit for everyone. That will make every arts producer to look for this innovation, not only because 

he will self-finance his activity and will gain more of it, but also because in the only this idea connected with health 

service, education, culture and nature, there is an exclusively noble basic element, which will always be highly 

appreciated for more prosperous Creative Europe, Creative World and global area. 

       
 

The platform includes world Fashion and Fashion Design development as a unique innovative policy, culture, 

education, economy, international relations, humanitarian and charity activities, through an approved format in the world, 

namely the “Fashion Week”, united by the intercontinental Fashion Week Producers’ Board with each country as the 

fundamental event of Creative World. 
  

The innovative crowdfunding-project includes the establishment of Fashion Week Media Group with Fashion 

Week TV, Fashion Week magazine, newspaper, radio, websites, outdoor advertising, Fashion Week calendar events etc. 

with personal FW Marketing Board, FW Advertising and PR agency and more like FW Academy and FW 

Foundation from the Funding Committee, The Board of Trustees and Investment Committee. 
 

To develop the European and worldwide fashion industry trough its main event - the Fashion Week there is also a 

parallel cause, so that fashion to work for health service and health service to work for fashion, without which fashion 

would not exist and also for fine arts, music, sport. 
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The innovative crowdfunding-project includes the establishment of 5 separate funds with the means of the 

Fashion Weeks’ producing:  

              1. for financing huge charity and humanitarian activity 

              2. for financing a vouchers system for free health service  

              3. for financing education by arts 

              4. for financing ecology and environmental preservation  

              5. for financing arts business development 
 

      
 

The present innovative crowdfunding and conceptual project for CREATIVE EUROPE and CREATIVE 

WORLD for arts, sport and fashion through fundamental event Fashion Weeks is created to implement Fashion and 

Arts in the “EU2020” strategy of EC, the EU-UNESCO Convention by effective generosity, support for cultural 
and civil initiatives with philanthropy traditions in the field of arts with the power of Fashion and Fashion Design – 

a unique modern form of the “Union of Arts and Ideas”.  
  

     
 

 (On the picture:  the famous Romanian designer Catalin BOTEZATU on the Sofia Fashion Week Couture - 2010, Photo: Bulgarian Fashion 
Photographers Association) 
 

We hope the aforementioned opinion and proposal will be assessed and evaluated in its merits.  

We count on your high competence and qualification & give our agreement on the above-presented innovative 

crowdfunding project to be published by the European Commission. 
 

On behalf of all Member States of the European Fashion Council, thank you for your time! 
 

Sincerely, 

Ms. Nadya VALEVA,  

President of the European Fashion Council  
 
 
 
 

European Union, Bulgaria, Plovdiv, June 25
th
, 2013 


